
CHAPTER 11

Alternative limited communication
systems: centralization versus interchange
of information

Jerry R. Green and Jean-Jacques Laffont

I Introduction

This chapter is a contribution to the study of optimal organizational de-
sign, a subject of interest to economists for many years but one in which
little actual progress has been made. Organizations function by commu-
nicating information and coordinating the actions of their members. Both
of these activities require the establishment and use of channels for trans-
mitting information between members. The pattern of these communica-
tion links is called the organizational structure, or design.
More complex designs allow a fuller sharing of information and a more

precise implementation of the desired collective decision. Neglecting the
costs of the design and the communication, the more elaborate designs
can achieve a higher expected payoff for the organization. Comparing
organizational designs requires the computation of the costs of commu-
nication itself. It is at this point that economic theory has failed to pro-
vide a basis for the analysis, and it is for this reason that the literature on
organizational design has not yielded rigorous theoretical results.
Costs of an organizational structure should include all the basic activ-

ities in which the organization is involved: collection, storage, retrieval.
transmission, and processing of both quantitative and nonquantitative
information. The only cost that economists have dealt with, to date, is
the cost of transmission. And even here, the metrics in which costs are
reckoned are terribly simple. It is in general assumed that each real num-
ber transmitted costs the same. The questions typically addressed have
been of the form: How many transmissions are needed in order to achieve
a particular desired standard of performance? Usually, an efficiency cri-
terion such as Pareto optimality has been the standard.
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This approach to organizational design is quite different from what
the early writers had in rnind.! They wanted to judge different designs
against each other in order to measure the benefits from additional re-
sources devoted to the organization's internal network. But without a the-
ory of the costs of alternative design, this program was not feasible.

The primary framework used to date to study the organization design
problem on a rigorous basis has been the theory of teams. As set forth in
The Economic Theory of Teams (Marschak and Radner 1972), the goal
of this theory is to be able to compare alternative designs by a two-step
method. First, for each given design, we find the optimal mode of func-
tioning for the organization. Second, the cost of operating the commu-
nication process is to be subtracted from the optimized objective func-
tion of each design, and their net values compared. The Economic Theory
of Teams did not actually carry out this program. It did set up some
useful definitions, and it provided some important results on the first of
these steps. But the second step, cost assessment and comparison, was not
really attemped, despite a clear view of the problem. Marschak and Rad-
ner (1972) are led to the following types of assumptions to validate their
analysis. When they compare information structures based on fixed or
variable partitions of the team's members into groups, they assume that
costs of information depend only upon the average group size. When
they compare error in instruction with error in observation, they assume
that costs depend upon the ratio of the variance of the error to the var-
iance of the message.

The more recent literature on economic organization has proceeded in
two other directions, but has likewise neglected the design problem. Con-
flicting objectives among the organization's members have been intro-
duced, giving rise to the extensive literature on incentives and the eco-
nomics of information. And the asymptotic behavior of certain deeision
rules has been studied as the size of organization grows larger.

In this chapter we return to the original goal in the spirit of Marschak
and Radner's Chapter 8. We compare organizational designs that use the
same resources, thus circumventing the problem of measuring the cost of
these resources. We retain the number of communication links in the or-
ganization as the measure of the resources needed. In particular, we will
assume that the costs of coding and decoding are identical and do not in-
volve increasing returns. This is well in the tradition of team theory. As
stressed by Kenneth Arrow (1982): "Team theory assumes a fixed amount
of communication in fixed channels. The costs of communication are
modelled by scarcity."
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Wecompare two forms of a two-member organization. Each form re-
quires that two pieces of information be sent and received. They differ
in that in the first, which we call centralization, one member sends two
pieces of information to the other. In the second, which we call inter-
change, they each send and receive a single piece of data. Thus, under
interchange, neither member is as well informed as the receiving agent
would be under centralization.

Our results concern the choice between these two communication sys-
tems as the team's objective function and its stochastic environment vary.
If the costs of malcoordination of the team members' actions are suf-
ficiently high, the member with the more accurate observation on each
exogenous variable should send it to the other. This results in centraliza-
tion if one agent is the better observer of all variables, and in interchange
otherwise. Thus, the superiority of the communication system called cen-
tralization requires, in this model, both superiority of information by one
player and relatively high costs of malcoordination.

In Section 2 we describe the basic model to be used. Sections 3 and 4
give analyses of the optimal utilization of interchange and centralization,
respectively. Section 5 derives analytical results on their comparative effi-
ciency, which are supplemented by numerical calculations.

2 The model

We study a team, that is, a group of agents with a common objective and
to each of whom is assigned a specificset of choice variables relevant to the
team's payoff. Although centralizing these choices might be desirable on
informational grounds, we regard it as technologically infeasible. Thus,
the problem we study is a by-product of the dispersions of actions and of
information. More specifically, it is due to the fact that some agents have
information relevant to other agents' decisions.

We consider a two-member organization that must take four decisions.
Agent I controls x, and y" and agent 2 controls x2 and y,. The organiza-
tion operates in an uncertain environment with two unknown parameters
a and b. Information is dispersed. Each agent observes both a and b with
error. Specifically, agent i sees cx; and {3;, where

(Xj=a+Ei'

{3; =b+~;.

\Ve assume that a, b, El, E2, 111' and 112 are all Gaussian mean zero inde-
pendently distributed random variables.
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The organization's goal is to minimize the expectation of the loss func-
tion

L = (x, +x, _a)2+ (y, +y, -b)'+A(X, -x2)'+ ~(y,- y,)2, (I)

where A,~;" 0 are fixed constants. The first two terms express the objec-
tive of taking collective actions that approximate the targets a and b. The
third and fourth terms represent the costs incurred due to the imperfectly
coordinated individual actions.
We take the decentralization of actions across team members as im-

mutable. The problem studied in this chapter is the design of the commu-
nication system that agents use to share their information. The actions of
the agents can be based on the observations they receive directly and on
whatever additional information they receive through the chosen com-
munication system.
We are interested in comparing the efficiency of forms of communi-

cation that use the same number of messages transmitted. To share all
information completely would require four messages to be sent - each
would have to send both observations to the other. This would achieve
the first-best results.
The possible forms of communication for fewer than four messages

can be represented in the following diagrams:

a,_ _ a,

{J,-
Agent 1 Agent 2

- {J,

A. One message sent

a,- e -',
{J,-

Agent 1 Agent 2
-{J,

B. Two messages sent by the same agent

a,-
Agent 1 Agent 2 -"

{J,- -(3,
C. Two messages: one sent by each ogent

(3,-
Agent 1 • Agent 2 -"

- (3,
O. Three messages sent: one by one agent and two by the of her

The arrows in these diagrams represent a single real number trans-
mitted in the indicated direction. Notice that in every case there is another
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communication structure in which the direction of the transmission is
reversed.

In this simple model, it is only in the case of exactly two messages be-
ing sent that there is a real choice of structural form in the pattern of
communication - B versus C. B models a centralized organization while C
describes a more symmetric type of interchange of information between
the players.' Consequently, the focus of the formal analysis below is lim-
ited to these two cases.
The choice of communication structure is based on the team's a priori

beliefs about its environment as well as on the information available to
its members. Using the principle of person-by-person optimality (Mar-
schak and Radner 1972, Chapter 5, Section 3), the best team decision rule
involves each agent computing his posterior beliefs based on all the infor-
mation available, and then optimizing the team's objective function. We
concentrate on the case in which the available information greatly reduces
the a priori uncertainty of each agent about the parameters a and b. We
therefore derive asymptotic results that apply as the variances of the prior
distributions of a and b, respectively a; and al, become very large. These
results are much sharper than what would be obtained in the general case
of an optimal Bayesian decision rule with an informative prior.

3 Interchange of information

The form of communication in diagram C will be termed interchange, as
it involves having the agents send messages to each other. Each agent then
controls two variables based on three inputs, the two observations seen
personally and the message received from the other. We restrict attention
to transmissions that are linear combinations of the observations each
player receives. Actually, without loss of generality we can consider con-
vex combinations, which are denoted

z,=dCi,+(I-dlIJ,.

The decisions of agent 1 are

XI=ez,+ fCi,+gIJI'

Note, however, that g and k must both be zero. Information about b con-
tained in IJI is completely irrelevant to the choice of x, since a and bare
independent. Likewise k = 0 would make y, dependent on a, and hence
would introduce noise in the objective function. Similar considerations
apply to agent 2.
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Therefore we let the decisions be given by

x1=ez,+!"" y,=hz,+f(3"

x,=mz1+n"" y,=qz,+s(3,.

Substituting the communication and decision rules into (I), we find that
the coefficients of (J~ and (1£ are, respectively,

(ed+!+me+n-I)'+ (hd+qe)'+ A(ed+! -me-n)'+f'(hd -qe)',
(2)

and

[e(l- d)+m(l- c)]' + [h(l- d) + f+ q(l- c)+S_I)2

+A[e(l-d) - m(l- e)]' + f'[h(l-d)+ f - q(l- e) -s]'. (3)

Setting each of the eight squared expressions above to zero 3 gives the
relationships

ed+f=t. mc+n=t,

hd=O, qc=O,

e(l-d)=O, m(l-e)=O,

h(l-d)+f=t, q(l-e)+s=t·

The simplest way to solve the overall minimization problem is to con-
sider c and d as choice variables and to let the other eight variables be
determined by the above. Because of the multiplicative form of the re-
strictions (4), we have several cases to consider. The cases are divided ac-
cording to whether e and d are zero, one, or something in between. This
would produce nine cases in all. However, only the four in which e and d
have an extreme value will be of interest.
To seewhy the other five cases can be eliminated, consider for example

the restrictions implied by equation (4) when e and d are both between
zero and one. Here we have directly that

(4)

h=q=e=m=O, !=n=f=s=t·

The meaning of these restrictions is that any information received from
the other agent is ignored in the decision rule. The agents behave in an
entirely decentralized fashion, setting Xi and Yi at one-half of the mean of
the distributions of a and b, respectively.

In general, whenever one agent chooses to transmit a mixed signal, the
restrictions of equation (4) imply that the transmission is not used by the
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other agent. Intuitively, a mixed signal cannot be interpreted by the re-
ceiver who cannot decompose the signal into a piece relevant for action x
and a piece relevant for aetion y.
Thus, we concentrate on the four remaining cases:

Case 1. e ~ 0, d ~ 0; interehange of information on b implying the fol-
lowing constraints:

e~o}
f~t
m~o}
n=J..2
h+f ~ t} weights of own and exchanged information
q +s=1 to make y decision must sum to i

agent 1 uses only private information
on a to make x decision

agent 2 uses only private information
on a to make x decision (5)

Case 2. c ~ 0, d = 1; agent I transmits information on b, agent 2 trans-
mits information on a, implying the following constraints:

e+f=t agent I uses both information to set Xl

m=o}
n=1

h=O}
£=1

agent 2 uses only private information
on a to make x decision

agent 1 uses only private information
on b to make y decision

(6)

q+x = t agent 2 uses both information to set Yz

Case 3. c= 1, d = 0; agent 1 transmits information on a, agent 2 trans-
mits information on b, implying the following constraints:

e e-O,

q=o,
1=1.

m+n=i.

S=1·
(7)

Case 4. c= 1, d = 1; interchange of information on a, implying the fol-
lowing constraints:

e+f=t. h=O,

£=t. m+n=1' (8)
q=O, s=i·
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Now, to minimize the expectation of the loss function in each case, we
substitute the conditions derived above into equation (I) and minimize
the remaining expression. Having set equations (2) and (3) to zero because
we consider the asymptotic case of large prior uncertainty, the remain-
ing expression in the minim and involves only the four error variances a(~,

2 z d 2Gf2, ul1] an G112"

It turns out that in each case the objective function is convex. For ex-
ample, in case I, the optimum is given by

21 G112
q = £ = 2 z (9)

2 ul1] +u112

with the other parameters determined directly from equation (4). The
value of the loss function at this optimum is

(10)

Before considering the other cases, the economic interpretation of these
conditions should be discussed.

As information about b has been transmitted, the full state of knowl-
edge about b is perceived in common by the two agents. The decision rule
is set up to produce Yl = Y, at the value of one-half the conditional mean
of b given both observations. Indeed, this eliminates the cost of malco-
ordination because taking the best action is conditional on all the infor-
mation about b. As no information about a is available, other than the
direct observation of each agent, the organization is at risk with respect
to errors both of estimation and of malcoordination. Each agent's own
error of estimation contributes separately to the former, as there is no re-
duction due to pooling of observations. Each agent bases his or her ac-
tion x on personal information about a, neglecting the cost of malcoordi-
nation. This occurs because a; is very large. An attempt to coordinate
should be based on the prior information, which is too negative for this
course of action to be worth it.

Case 2 is somewhat different in structure. The parameters should be
chosen at

f= ,ai, 2 (_1_1_,),
a€]+G~2 +,..

The value of the loss function is

_--,-,-a-,-,'=" -c;-c-)+ 2 (1
(I+A)(a,~+a,~) a"

(II)

(12)
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In this case, agent I's information about b is transmitted to agent 2
and agent 2's information about a is transmitted to agent 1. Therefore
agent I is in a good position to control x, having the better information
expost. On the other hand, to the extent that agent 2 does not choose the
same levelof x, as agent 1chooses for Xl' they are at risk for the coordi-
nation loss, and increasingly so as I- becomes large. Equation (11) shows
that as I- becomes large agent 2 uses less and less of his or her own infor-
mation to avoid malcoordination.
These considerations can be useful in deriving an upper bound on the

loss in this mode. This loss is achieved by using a decision rule that we
call the mimic strategy, which eliminates the risk due to malcoordination
of the X and y decisions.
With respect to the information relevant to the choice of Xl and x" as

the decision rules are common knowledge, the agent can choose Xl = X,
identically. For finite I- this will not be optimal, but as I- _ 00, the agent
ignores his or her own information and sets Xl = ~Z2 = -}f32"

Precisely the same considerations apply, of course, for player 2 and
the y decisions.

As this "mimic" strategy is always available, the worst that can hap-
pen under case 2 is to use player 2's information about a to choose Xl = X,

and player l's information about b to choose Yl = y" while ignoring 2's
information about band l's information about a. Algebraically, the loss
L12 is at most

(13)

Case 3 parallels case 2. The loss is

LI3=all(l+ a
f

\ 2 )+U"2(1- a;~ 2)'
(1+ I-)(u" + u,,) (1+ I')(u" + u,,)

Case 4 parallels case 1; the loss is

(14)

(15)

For any combination of parameters, the optimal use of the interchange
mode will be determined by which of the four cases achieves the minimum
loss.

If A (or 1') equals zero, the above method does not apply. It is easy to
see that the first best is then achievable by the following strategy. Since
A = 0, there is no cost in malcoordination of the actions Xl and x, and the
optimal predictor of a is
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(16)

which is linear in cx, and cx, and can be reached in a decentralized way at
no cost. That is, agent i sets x, equal to the corresponding term of equa-
tion (16), that is,

The two channels of communication can then be used to pool all available
information about b. Thus, as all information is then common knowl-
edge, each agent can choose one-half of the optimal predictor, causing
no loss of coordination. The expected loss is

When h;to0, I';to0, as seen above, the cost of malcoordination forces
the team to use the predictor

-j-(cx,+CX2). (17)

This is because we are considering the asymptotic case where a; goes to
infinity. If u; is finite, the optimal action would be a combination of equa-
tions (16) and (17).

4 Centralization of information

We consider centralization of information in the hands of agents I and 2,
which we refer to as cases I and 2 of the centralization mode. In case I,
where agent 2 sends two messages to agent I, he or she will obviously send
two observations,

Using the principle of person-to-person optimality in Marschak and
Radner [(1972) Chapter 5, Section 3J we can set

(18)

Substituting equation (18) in the loss function of the team we have:

L = [x, + -j-«2 - a)J' + [y, +-j-(~, - b )J2
+h[x,--j-(a+<2)J'+!,[y,--j-(b+~,)J2

In view of the independence of the errors, the decision rule of agent 1 is
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of the form

y, = g(3,+h(3,. (19)

Substituting equation (19) in the loss function and maximizing the ex-
pected value of the loss given the information ("" "2' (3" (3,) yields

e g

f=i-e, h=t-g·

The value of the expected loss in case 1 is

-;(:-I-:-+-:A-:)-';--';:"',-:-+-O""""',>:-)) + 0~2(I - (I + 1') ; ;~, + 0~,) )-

Symmetrically (case 2) if agent 1 transmits both observations to agent
2, we find an optimal expected value of the loss

(I + A) (0;1, + 0,',) ) + o~,(I

(20)

o~, )
, 2 •

(I + 1') (0" +0,,) (21 )

5 Comparison of communication forms

When A and I' are very large, cases 1and 4 of interchange become irrele-
vant because they provide no way of avoiding the costs of malcoordina-
tion. The reason is that they specialize exchange of information on either
b (or a), obliging the agents to take the x decision (y decision) on the
basis of their diverse private information. Since 0; is large, they cannot
rely on a common prior.

As A and I' go to infinity, the asymptotic loss in the centralization
mode is

inf(af~+ a~],Ue22 +a;).
For example, if u~ + u~]< ue2z+ U;2' that is, agent 1 is a better observer,

there must be centralization in the hands of agent 2. Then, both agents
can take the same decisions (to avoid the costs of malcoordination) based
on the best common information structure that is possible given the in-
formational constraints.

Similarly, in the interchange mode the asymptotic loss is

inf'( u~ + U;2' Ue22+ u;]).

The best mode depends on what is the best combination of good infor-
mation in terms of the sum of the variances.
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The optimal form of communication is then easily derived from the
best observers. If one agent is the best observer of both parameters (e.g.,
all < al" a~1< a~l) we have centralization (in the hands of the bad ob-
server). If each agent is the best observer in one parameter, we have inter-
change, in which for eacb parameter the transmission is made by the good
observer. The most accurate observer of each parameter should transmit
his observation to the other agent.
On the other extreme, when A= 0 (or I'= 0) the Iirst best is achieved by

the interchange mode case I (or case 4). The optimal predictor of a (re-
spectively, b) is achieved in a decentralized way without worrying about
malcoordination of x (respectively, y) and full exchange of information
is possible on b (respectively, a) so that the optimal predictor of b (re-
spectively, a) is also achieved but here with YI =Yz (respectively, XI =x,)
which avoids any cost of malcoordination.
In this case the centralization mode cannot reach the Iirst best. For

example, if agent I transmits information, action y, will have to be based
only on partial information and a loss will be incurred. The best form of
centralization depends on the relative values of J.!.. a~~.(Jl2' (J~l' and (J~2' in
the case A= 0 as seen in equations (20) and (21). Table I illustrates the
domination of the interchange mode I (beeause A=0) and gives in each
case the best form of centralization.
When Aand I' are Iinite, we are in a case intermediary between the two

extremes described above and the comparison is more subtle, as seen in
Tables 2 and 3. A necessary condition for centralization to win is that the
information of an agent be better than the information of the other agent
concerning both variables. But this is not sufficient. This dominance en-
sures the superiority of centralization to cases 2 and 3 of the interchange
mode but not necessarily to cases I and 4, if Aand I' are small enough.
A typical entry in the tables is as follows:

optimal case

centralization loss

interchange loss

opfimal case
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Table 1. ,,:'=1,1--=0=1'=10.

0:2 "9"

a-~\0:2"1, "12
I 5 9

1.46 1.49 1.49
2 2 1

1
1.00 1.33 1.40

1 1 1

1.49 5.27 5.34
2 2 2

5
1.33 3.00 3.71

1 1 1

1.49 5.34 9.09
2 2 2

9
1.40 3,71 5.00

1 1 1

",' ,,'~,~,
1 5 9

1.75 1.82 1.82
1 1 1

1
1.33 1.67 1.73

1 1 1

1.82 5.61 5.67
2 1 1

5
1.67 3.33 4.05

1 1 1

1.82 5.67 9.42
2 2 2

9
1.73 4.05 5.33

1 1 1

cr~~ 0:
2

11', "12

1 5 9

1.86 1.89 1.89
2 1 1

1
1.40 1.73 1.80

I 1 1

1.89 5.67 5.74
2 2 2

5
1.73 3.40 4.11

1 1 1

1.89 5.74 9.49
2 2 2

9
1.80 4.11 5.40

1 1 1

267
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Table 2. o}J= I, A= I'= 2.

0:2 " 1
"

",' ",'~, ~,
I 5 9

1.67 I.78 1.80
1 2 3

I
1.67 1.78 1.80

2 2 2

I.78 5.00 5.24
I I 2

5
1.78 4.00 4.71

3 I I

1.80 5.24 8.33
I 2 I

9
1.80 4.71 6.00

3 I 1

a:2"'5 ",' ",'" ~,~,
5 9

1.78 1.89 1.91
2 2 2

1.78 4.56 4.58
3 3 2

4.56 5. " 5.35
2 2

5
1.89 5. " 7.71

3

4.58 8.02 8.44
2

9
1.91 5.35 8.44

3 3 3

cr' ",'~,~,
I 5 9

1.80 1.91 1.93
2 2 2

I
1.80 4.58 7.27

3 3 3

4.58 5.13 5.37
2 2 2

5
1.91 5.13 8.04

3 3 3

727 8.04 8.47
2 2 2

9
1.93 5.37 8.47

3 3 3
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Table 3.01,=1, A=I=I'=lO.

(J' ,,''1, '1.
I 5 9

1.71 1.74 1.74
I 2 2

1
1.50 1.74 1.74

I 2 2

1.74 5.52 5.59
I 1 2

5
1.74 3.50 4.21

3 I I

1.74 5.59 9.34
I I 1

9
1.74 4.21 5.50

3 1 I

0:2 = 5 (J' ,,''. '1, '1,
5 9

1.87 1.90 1.90
2 2 2

1.87 3.83 3.90
3

3.90 5.69 5.75
2 2

5
1.90 5.50 6.21

3

3.91 7.75 9.51
2

9
1.90 5.75 7.50

3 3

0:2 = 9
" a-~ 0-

2

7]1 7]2

I 5 9

1.91 1.94 1.94
2 2 2

I
1.91 5.57 5.90

3 3 I

5.57 5.72 5.79
2 2 2

5
1.93 5.72 8.21

3 3 I

5.94 9.42 9.54
I 2 2

9
1.94 5.79 9.50

3 3 I
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NOTES

The earlier literature includes theoretical papers by Hurwicz (1951),Beckman
(1953), Marschak (1954) as well as experimental papers by Bavelas (1951). See
also the more recent work of Miyasawa (1967), Oniki (1974) and Groves and
Radner (1972).

2 As stressed in the introduction, implicitly, we assume that the costs of coding
and decoding are identical and without increasing returns. In mode B. agent I
encodes two messages and agent 2 decodes two messages. In mode C, each
agent encodes one message and decodes one message.

3 We are assuming here that A r!' 0, Jl ~ O. See below the treatment of the cases
where A=O or 11-=0.
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